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ABSTRACT Constant in gain Lead in phase (CgLp) compensators, which are a type of reset elements,
have shown high potential to overcome limitations of linear control systems. There are few works which
investigate the tuning of these compensators. However, there are some significant drawbacks which make
those methods unreliable. First, their analyses are performed in the open-loop configuration which do not
guarantee the existence of steady-state response of the closed-loop. If it is guaranteed, unlike linear control
systems, open-loop analyses cannot precisely predict the closed-loop steady-state performance. In addition,
the stability condition could not be assessed during the tuning process. These significant challenges have
been separately solved in our recent works by proposing frequency-domain frameworks for analyzing
the closed-loop performance and stability of reset control systems. However, they are not formulated and
implemented for tuning CgLp compensators. In this paper, based on the loop-shaping approach, the recent
frequency-domain framework and the frequency-domain stability method are utilized to provide a reliable
frequency-domain tuning method for CgLp compensators. Finally, different performance metrics of a CgLp
compensator, tuned by the proposed method, are compared with those of a PID controller on a precision
positioning stage. The results show that this method is effective, and the tuned CgLp can achieve more
favorable dynamic performance than the PID controller.

INDEX TERMS Reset controllers, constant in gain lead in phase compensators, pseudo-sensitivities,
frequency-domain tuning method, loop-shaping.

I. INTRODUCTION
Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controllers have been
used in the industry for several decades. However, since
they suffer from a fundamental limitation ‘‘water-bed’’ effect,
satisfying the ever-increasing demands for high precision
and accuracy operations calls for a better alternative [1]–
[3]. Advanced feedforward control techniques like iterative
learning control [4], [5] and non-linear control techniques
such as sliding mode control, observer based adaptive con-
trol, backstepping control were investigated to improve the
performance of motion systems [6]–[9]. Among non-linear
controllers, it has been widely demonstrated that reset con-
trollers have prospects to reduce the limitation of linear con-
trol systems and got a lot of attention from academia due to
their simple structure [10]–[22].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Zhong Wu .

The first reset element, which is Clegg Integrator (CI),
was introduced by Clegg in 1958 [13]. CI is an integrator
which resets its state to zero when its input crosses zero. Next,
to have more design freedom and applicability, First Order
Reset Element (FORE) [10], [23], [24] and Second Order
Reset Element (SORE) have been proposed [17], [23]. Fur-
thermore, Fractional Order Conditional Integrator (FOCI),
which has the capability of tuning high order harmonics, has
been introduced in [25]. Besides, to enhance the performance
of reset control systems, several techniques such as reset
band [26], [27], fixed reset instants [28], Partial Reset, and
PI+CI approaches [29] have been studied.

Considering only the first harmonic of the steady-state
output of reset elements (Describing Function (DF) analy-
sis [30]) reveals that reset elements provide less lag phase in
comparison with their base linear structures. Based on this
phase advantage, several new phase compensators have been
proposed [11], [23], [31]–[33]. One of these novel reset com-
pensators is ’Constant in gain Lead in phase’ (CgLp) which
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has a constant gain with a phase lead [11], [23], [32]. As the
consequence of replacing derivative in PID with CgLp [23],
[32], the open-loop of the system gets higher gains at low
frequencies and lower gains at high frequencies which leads
to enhance the closed-loop performance of the system.

There are few studies which investigate tuning of CgLp
compensators [23], [32], [34], [35]. In those studies, CgLp
compensators are mainly tuned to achieve a specific amount
of phase lead at the cross-over frequency considering the DF
method. In addition, Higher Order Sinusoidal Input Describ-
ing Function (HOSIDF) method is used in some of those
methods to increase the accuracy of their approaches. How-
ever, these methods have several significant drawbacks which
make them unreliable. First and foremost, the condition for
the existence of the steady-state performance of the closed-
loop, which is essential for relying on the closed-loop per-
formance prediction, has not been checked. Second, the DF
method cannot precisely predict the closed-loop performance
even considering the open-loop high order harmonics of reset
control systems [36]–[45], which results in the differences
between the obtained results and the expected performance.
Finally, stability could only be assessed after the tuning pro-
cess. Hence, obtaining a reliable frequency-domain tuning
method for CgLp compensators that handles these challenges
is still an important open question.

Recently, the sufficient condition for the existence of
the steady-state response of the closed-loop reset con-
trol systems has been given in [40]. Also, in that work,
pseudo-sensitivities for reset control systems are defined
which combine high order harmonics to precisely predict
the closed-loop steady-state performance of these systems.
Furthermore, a frequency-domain method for assessing the
stability of reset control systems has been proposed which
allows determining the stability during the tuning pro-
cess [46].

The contributions of this paper to tune CgLp compensators
are:

• Based on the loop-shaping approach, we utilize the
pseudo-sensitivities [40] and the frequency-domain sta-
bility method [46] to provide a reliable frequency-
domain tuning method for CgLp compensators.

• To show the effectiveness of the proposed tuning
method, a CgLp compensator is tuned and implemented
on a high-tech precision positioning stage. Furthermore,
the paper delves deeper into the precision position
stage performance metrics, like disturbance rejection,
noise rejection, tracking performance, obtained using
the CgLp compensator.

• Although it is not proven theoretically, we practically
show that ‘‘water-bed’’ effect is beaten for this applica-
tion.

Actually, CgLp compensators, which are designed with the
proposed method, have a stable steady-state solution, and
initial conditions do not affect their performances. Besides,

since CgLp compensators are tuned on the basis of pseudo-
sensitivities, their performance can be precisely predicted.

In the remainder of this paper, an overview of CgLp
compensators is presented in Section II. In Section III,
the frequency-domain tuning procedure is elaborated.
In Section IV, the tuned CgLp is applied to the precision
positioning stage, and its performance is compared with a
PID controller. Conclusions are provided in Section V.

II. OVERVIEW OF CGLP COMPENSATORS
In this section, frequency-domain descriptions of reset ele-
ments, CgLp compensators, the Hβ condition, pseudo-
sensitivities, and effects of the filters sequence of reset control
systems on the performance of systems are briefly recalled.

A. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN DESCRIPTIONS FOR RESET
ELEMENTS
The state-space representation of reset elements is,

ẋr (t) = Arxr (t)+ Bre(t), e(t) 6= 0,
xr (t+) = Aρx(t), e(t) = 0,
ur (t) = Crx(t)+ Drr(t),

(1)

where Ar , Br , Cr , and Dr are the dynamic matrices of the
base linear system of the reset element, e(t) and u(t) are the
input and control input, respectively. States’ values after reset
action are determined by the resetting matrix Aρ . In the case
of Generalized First Order Reset Element (GFORE), Aρ = γ
while in the case of Generalized Second Order Reset Element
(GSORE), Aρ = γ I , with −1 < γ < 1 [23]. Note that the
transfer function Cr (sI − Ar )−1Br + Dr is called the base
linear transfer function of the reset element.

Similar to other non-linear controllers, the DF analysis is
popularly used in literature to study frequency-domain behav-
ior of reset elements. To have a well-defined steady-state
response for a sinusoidal reference input r(t) = a0 sin(ωt),
it is assumed that Ar has all eigenvalues with a negative real
part, and Aρ has all eigenvalues with a magnitude smaller
than one [12]. The sinusoidal input DF of reset elements (1)
is given in [12] as

Nr (jω) = Cr (jωI − Ar )−1 Br (I + j2(ω))+ Dr , (2)

in which 2 is

2(ω) =
−2ω2

π
(I + e

πAr
ω )
(
(I + Aρe

πAr
ω )−1Aρ(I + e

πAr
ω )

− I
)
(ω2I + A2r )

−1. (3)

In [36], the DF method is extended to HOSIDF method
in which a non-linear controller is considered as a virtual
harmonic generator, and HOSIDF is defined as

Hn(jω) =
an(ω)ejϕn(a0,ω)

a0
, (4)

where an and ϕn are the nth component of the Fourier series
expansion of the steady-state output of the controller for a
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FIGURE 1. The DF of a CgLp compensator when ωt = ∞.

sinusoidal input. HOSIDF of reset elements in the open-loop
configuration is provided in [39] as Hn(jω) which is

Cr (jωI − Ar )−1(I + j2(ω))Br + Dr , n = 1,
Cr (jnωI − Ar )−1j2(ω)Br , n > 1 odd,
0, n even,

(5)

where n is the order of harmonics.

B. CGLP COMPENSATOR
A CgLp compensator (6) is constructed utilizing a
GFORE or a GSORE with the series combination of a corre-
sponding order of a lead filter. Considering the DF analysis,
at the frequency range of ωr till ωt , the controller shows a
constant gain with a phase lead, as the gain slope of GFORE
will cancel the gain slope of the lead filter (Fig. 1) [11], [23],
[47]. In this paper, without loss of generality, we consider the
first order CgLp which is

CCgLp(s) =


�
�
�
���

Aρ
1

s
ωrα
+ 1




s
ωr
+ 1

s
ωt
+ 1

 , (6)

where ωrα is the corner frequency of the reset element, Aρ =

γ is the reset matrix ((��*
Aρ
· ) denotes the controller resets with

the reset matrix Aρ), and ωd and ωt are the corner frequency
of the lead filter. To provide a constant gain, ωrα = ωr/α,
where α is a correction factor which is provided in Table 1,
and ωt � ωr . Since the CgLp compensator has a constant
gain with a positive phase, the stability margin will increase
while it does not amplify the sensitivity of the system to noise
considering the DF method.

C. Hβ CONDITION
There exist several approaches to determine the stability of
reset control systems [14], [29], [48]–[50]. Among these

methods, the Hβ condition method [29], [48] received a
lot of attention due to its simplicity and frequency-domain
applicability. In [46], a method is proposed to test the Hβ
condition using the frequency response of the plant directly.
Let L(jω) and CR(jω) be the frequency response of the base
linear of the open-loop and of the reset element, respectively.
Then, the Nyquist Stability Vector (NSV= EN (ω) ∈ R2), for
all ω ∈ R+, is EN (ω) = [Nχ Nϒ ]T in which

Nχ=

∣∣∣∣L(jω)+ 1
2

∣∣∣∣2 − 1
4
,

Nϒ=<(L(jω) · CR(jω))+<(CR(jω)).

Now, considering θ1 = min
ω∈R+ p�� EN (ω) and θ2 = max

ω∈R+ p�� EN (ω),

the Hβ condition can be examined by the following theo-
rem [46].
Theorem 1: Suppose−1 < γ ≤ 1. Then, the Hβ condition

for a reset control system is satisfied and its response is
uniformly bounded-input bounded-state (UBIBS) stable if(
−
π

2
< θ1 < π

)
∧

(
−
π

2
< θ2 < π

)
∧ (θ2−θ1 < π). (7)

D. PSEUDO-SENSITIVITIES FOR RESET CONTROL
SYSTEMS
For Linear Time Invariant (LTI) systems, the tracking error
and required control action are calculated by sensitivity trans-
fer functions. Although reset control systems may be ana-
lyzed using the DF method in the closed-loop, this yields
an approximation which is not precise due to the existence
of high order harmonics. In order to analyze reset control
systems more accurately, pseudo-sensitivity functions for a
sinusoidal reference r(t) = r0 sin(ωt) are defined in [40] to
combine all high order harmonics to a single function. To this
end, the sufficient condition for the existence of the steady-
state solution is asserted in [40].
Theorem 2: A closed-loop reset control system has a well-

defined steady-state solution for any Bohl function input if
the Hβ condition is satisfied and reset instants have the well-
posedness property [40].

Also, the tracking error and control input of a reset control
system for r(t) = sin(ωt) is a periodic function with the
period of 2π/ω if the Hβ condition is satisfied. Therefore,
from the precision viewpoint, the pseudo-sensitivity can be
defined as the ratio of the maximum error of the reset control
system with r(t) = r0 sin(ωt) to the amplitude of the refer-
ence at each frequency.
Definition 1: Pseudo-sensitivity S∞

∀ω ∈ R+ : S∞(jω) = emax(ω)ejϕmax ,
where

emax(ω)=

 max
tss0≤t≤tssm

(r(t)− y(t))

r0


=sin(ωtmax)−

y(tmax)
r0

,
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TABLE 1. Correction factor α of first order CgLp [23].

FIGURE 2. Structure of the shaping filter.

ϕmax =
π
2 − ωtmax , y(t) is the response of the closed-

loop reset control system, and tss0 and tssm = tss0 +
2π
ω

are the steady-state reset instants of the closed-loop reset
control system (e(tss0 ) = e(tssm ) = 0). Similarly, pseudo-
control sensitivity CS∞(jω) (frequency response from ref-
erence to control input), pseudo-complementary sensitivity
T∞(jω) (frequency response from reference to the output of
the system), and pseudo-process sensitivity PS∞(jω) (fre-
quency response from disturbance to the error of the system)
are defined in [40].

E. SEQUENCE OF RESET ELEMENTS
Unlike linear controllers, the sequence of filters of reset
control systems affects the performance of these systems,
which is investigated in [44]. It is revealed that if the sequence
of the control parts is lead elements of the linear controller,
reset element, and lag elements of the linear controller, then,
the system has a better tracking performance in some fre-
quencies than other sequences. Also, using this sequence,
the reset control system has an over-damp step response,
and its rise time is increased (also seen in [51]). However,
the performance of the system is drastically hampered in this
sequence if the signal to noise ratio is low. To solve this issue,
a shaping filter Cs is used to roll-off the noise from the reset
instants of the reset control system as shown in Fig. 2. The
transfer function of the shaping filter is described in [44] as

Cs =

(
1

1+ s
2ωc

)(
1+ 1.62s

ωc

1+ s
1.62ωc

)
, (8)

in which ωc is the cross-over frequency of the open-loop
considering the DF method. In this research, we use the tra-
ditional configuration, in which the tracking error is the input
of the reset element. Also, we will analyze the performance
of different sequences of filters of a reset control system
experimentally.

III. TUNING PROCEDURE
In this section, the pseudo-sensitivities and the frequency-
domain stability method are utilized based on the loop-
shaping approach [52]–[59] to provide an appropriate
frequency-domain tuning method for CgLp compensators.

The structure of the controller CR is CgLp.PID as

CR

= Kp

FORE︷ ︸︸ ︷
�
�
�
��
γ

1
αs
ωr
+ 1


Lead1︷ ︸︸ ︷
s
ωr
+ 1

s
ωt
+ 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

CgLp

PI︷ ︸︸ ︷(
1+

ωi

s

)
Lead2︷ ︸︸ ︷
s
ωd
+ 1

s
ωf
+ 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

PID

,

(9)

in which set (Kp, ωr , γ, ωd , ωt , ωf , ωi) is the tuning
parameter set, and α is provided in Table 1. Following the
loop-shaping method described in [52], to have an accept-
able rise time, control effort level, tracking performance, and
disturbance and noise rejection capabilities, four frequency-
domain inequality constraints (Fig. 3)

|T∞(jω)|≤|Tu(ω)|, (10)

|S∞(jω)|≤|Su(ω)|, (11)

|CS∞(jω)|≤|CSu(ω)|, (12)

|PS∞(jω)|≤|PSu(ω)|, (13)

have to be fulfilled, for all ω ∈ R+. As shown in Fig. 3a,
Su(jω) restrains the lowest value of the cross-over frequency,
limits the magnitude of the peak of sensitivity, and guaran-
tees an acceptable tracking performance. Tu(jω) (Fig. 3b)
limits the effect of noise on the performance of the system.
Moreover, PSu(jω) (Fig. 3c) places a limit on the effects
of the disturbance on the system performance, and CSu(jω)
(Fig. 3d) confines the control effort level. Besides, to assure
stability and be allowed to use pseudo-sensitivities, the tuning
parameter set has to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. Fur-
thermore, tomake the controller robust against gain variations
(iso-damping), the tuning parameter set is selected such that

d(p��NCgLp(jω)PID(jω)G(jω))
dω

∣∣∣
ω=ωc

= 0, (14)

in which

NCgLp(jω) = Nr (jω)


jω
ωr
+ 1

jω
ωt
+ 1

 , (15)

and ωc is obtained by

|NCgLp(jωc)PID(jωc)G(jωc)| = 1. (16)

All in all, the considered constraints for tuning the control
structure (9) are summarized as:

(I) The Hβ condition: Equation (7) and −1 < γ ≤ 1
(II) Iso-damping behaviour: Equation (14)
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FIGURE 3. Loop-shaping constraints.

(III) Loop-shaping constraints: Equations (10)-(13)
Now, it is needed to define a suitable cost function to
accomplish the tuning procedure of the control structure (9).
According to [52], to have a more favorable tracking perfor-
mance in the interested region of frequencies, the following
cost function is obtained.

J = max
ω≤ωl

∣∣∣S∞(jω)
ω

∣∣∣
dB
, (17)

where ωl ≤ ωc determines the interested region of frequen-
cies over which the reset control system is expected to track
references and reject disturbances.

A. SOLVING THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
For simplicity, the control structure (9) is re-written as

CR(s) = Kp

FORE︷ ︸︸ ︷
�
�
�
�
�>
γ

1
αχ1 s
ωc
+ 1


Lead1︷ ︸︸ ︷
χ1s
ωc
+ 1

s
χ2ωc

+ 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

CgLp

×

PI︷ ︸︸ ︷(
1+

ωc

χ3s

)
Lead2︷ ︸︸ ︷
χ4s
ωc
+ 1

s
χ5ωc

+ 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

PID

, (18)

in which χi > 0 and −1 < γ ≤ 1. In addition, limits
for ωc is found based on Su(jω) and Tu(jω). Here, we use
Genetic Algorithm (GA)method for solving this optimization
problem. To speed up the process, we propose the following
procedure:
• For each potential solution (ωc, γ, χ1, χ2, χ3, χ4, χ5)
produced by the GA method, α and Kp are obtained by
γ (Table 1) and (16), respectively.

• Check constraint (I), (II), and (III) in tandem to reduce
computational efforts.

• If all constraints are satisfied, calculate J (18).
• Continue until the stop criterion of the GA method are
satisfied.

1) PROVIDE AN APPROPRIATE INITIAL GUESS
Here, we provide a method to obtain an appropriate initial
guess for the GA method. To this end, we suggest using a
grid search method to explore an appropriate feasible solu-
tion. First, provide a wide range for χi considering Su(jω),
Tu(jω), PSu(jω), and stability of the base linear of the system.
Suppose we obtain vectors lB and uB which set the lower
and higher limits for the tuning parameter set (i.e. lB <

[ωc γ χ1 χ2 χ3 χ4 χ5]T < uB). Then, with a small resolution,
we grid the parameters and provide a parameter space. Now,
we check constraints (I)-(III) in tandem for every point in
this space and eliminate the points which do not satisfy the
constraints. Finally, suppose there areN parameter sets which
satisfy the aforementioned constraints, then the parameter set
with the minimum J value is selected as the initial guess for
the optimization problem proposed in Section III-A. Since the
performance of the controller is not so sensitive to a small
change of the tuning parameter set, it is highly possible that
this initial guess does not have a far distance from the final
solution of the GA method.

IV. APPLICATION TO A PRECISION MOTION STAGE
To show the effectiveness of the proposed tuning method,
a precision positioning stage (Fig. 4), which is termed ‘‘Spi-
der’’, is considered as a benchmark. In this system, three actu-
ators are angularly spaced to actuate three masses (labeled by
B1, B2, and B3) which are constrained by parallel flexures
and connected to the central mass D through leaf flexures.
Only one of the actuators (A1) is considered and used for
controlling the position of mass B1 attached to the same actu-
ator which results in a SISO system. A linear power ampli-
fier is utilized to drive the Lorentz actuator, and Mercury
M2000 linear encoder is used to obtain position feedback
with a resolution of 0.1 µ m.

The identified frequency response data of the system is
shown in Fig. 5.

As illustrated in Fig. 5, although the plant is a collocated
double mass-spring system, the identified frequency response
data is well approximated by a mass-spring-damper system
via the transfer function

G(s) ≈
Ke−τ s

s2
ω2
r
+

2ζ s
ωr
+ 1
=

1.14e−0.00014s

s2
7627 +

0.05s
87.3 + 1

. (19)

Note that to use relations provided in [40], the time delay
(e−0.00014s) is approximated by the first order Pade method
[60] as (−s+ 14400)/(s+ 14400). To provide an acceptable
closed-loop performance for the positioning stage, without
loss of generality, we consider similar constraints as in [52]:

Tu(ω) =


5 dB, ω ≤ 200π,(
850
ω

)2

, ω > 200π,
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FIGURE 4. The whole setup including computer, CompactRio, power
supply, sensor power, amplifier, isolator, sensor and, stage.

Su(ω) =

{ ω

300
, ω ≤ 160π,

4.5 dB, ω > 160π,

PSu(ω) =

{ ω

600
, ω ≤ 30π,

−15 dB, ω > 30π,
and CSu(ω) = 60 dB.

Figure 6 shows the frequency behavior of Tu, Su, PSu, and
CSu. Since the cut-off frequency of Tu and Su are 150 Hz and
50 Hz, respectively, ωc is limited to 50 Hz < ωc < 150 Hz.
Moreover, we take ωl = 20π as the maximum limit of the
interest frequency region for tracking. Now, the control struc-
ture (9) is tuned based on the described method in Section III.
To simplify constraint (II), according to phase plot of the
stage (Fig. 5) and the variation range of ωc (50 Hz,150 Hz),

we can approximate
d(p��G(jω))

dω

∣∣∣
ω=ωc

≈ −τ . Therefore,

constraint (II) can be re-written as

d(p��NCgLp(jω)+ p��PID(jω))
dω

∣∣∣
ω=ωc

≈ τ = 0.00014. (20)

To this end, as described in Subsection III-A1, we con-
sider a wide parameter range for tuning parameters as
[100π − 1 1 2 2 2 2]T < [ωc γ χ1 χ2 χ3 χ4 χ5]T <

[300π 1 20 20 20 10 20]T to find an appropriate initial guess
for the GA method. The initial guess is obtained as [190π
0.5 2 10.8 7.5 3.4 1.7]T . Then, the control structure (9) is
tuned by the method presented in Subsection III-A. The tuned
CgLp.PID controller is:

CR = 17.05


�
�
�
���

0.3
1

s
86π
+ 1




s
100π

+ 1

s
1440π

+ 1



×

(
1+

20π
s

)
s

66π
+ 1

s
300π

+ 1

 . (21)

As predicted before, the optimum point is not so far from
the initial guess. This happens because the closed-loop per-
formance is not so sensitive to a small change of the tuning

FIGURE 5. Frequency response of the stage.

set parameter which implies that a grid search with a small
resolution also can converge to the optimum point. In order
to compare the performance of the tuned controller with a
linear controller, a PID structure is also tuned with the same
method explained in Section III. To have a fair comparison,
the structure of the PID controller is similar to the control
structure (9) in which FORE is replaced with a low-pass filter.
Finally, the CPID is tuned as:

CPID = 7.28

 1
s

1480π
+ 1




s
105π

+ 1

s
360π

+ 1


×

(
1+

46.5π
s

)
s

90π
+ 1

s
300π

+ 1

 . (22)

Figure 7 presents the open-loop frequency response of the
system with controllers CPID and the DF of the open-loop
of the system with the controller CR. As it is observed,
the system with the controller CR has a higher cross-over fre-
quency in comparison with the one with the controller CPID.
Moreover, the systemwith these controllersmust indicate iso-
damping behavior as a result of the flatness region around the
cross-over frequency.

The closed-loop frequency responses of the systems with
the controller CR including the pseudo-sensitivities and the
DF methods, and the closed-loop sensitivities of the system
with the controller CPID are also shown in Fig. 6. These
frequency responses are obtained utilizing the toolbox in [61].
As illustrated in Fig. 6a, the disturbance rejection capability
of the system with the controller CR is better than that of with
the controller CPID. Besides, the control input of the system
with the controllerCR is more than the one with the controller
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FIGURE 6. The DFs (._ DF) and pseudo-sensitivities (._ ∞) of the closed-loop of the system with the controllers CR, and the closed-loop sensitivities of
the system with the controller CPID.

FIGURE 7. Open-loop frequency responses of the system with controllers
CPID and CR.

CPID. This is explained by the fact that reset elements produce
jumps in their output signal and differentiation of jumps pro-
duces a large control input. Moreover, there are discrepancies
between the results obtained by the DF method and pseudo-
sensitivities at certain frequency ranges which are due to the
existence of high order harmonics. This implies that using
pseudo-sensitivities for tuning CgLp compensators is more
reliable than using the DF method, particularly for precision
motion applications.

As shown in Fig. 6c, the noise rejection capabilities of the
system with these two controllers are the same (the same roll-
off at high frequencies). Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6d,
the system with the controller CR has a better tracking per-
formance than that of with the controller CPID at frequencies
less than 100Hz while the peak value of the sensitivity of the
system with the controller CR is less than that of with the
controller CPID.

A. BREAKING WATER-BED EFFECT
To recall, according to linear control theory,∫

∞

0
Ln(|S(jω)|)dω = 0, (23)

for every stable Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system which
has at least two more poles than zeros. Thus, if the sensitivity
amplitude is reduced by some control actions in a certain

FIGURE 8. The magnitude of the integral of the sensitivity versus
frequency.

FIGURE 9. The block diagram of the whole system for implementing the
designed controllers (reset matrices are discretized).

frequency range, then the sensitivity will increase in other
frequency ranges. We calculate this integral numerically for
the system with both controllers CR and CPID (Fig. 8). For
the case ofCR, this integral is calculated using the DFmethod
and pseudo-sensitivity. As observed in Fig. 8, the integral (23)
for the system with the controller CPID converges to zero as
expected by linear control theory. Whereas, the integral (23)
for the system with the controller CR converges to −160
and −250 using the pseudo-sensitivity and the DF method,
respectively. This implies that the sensitivity is decreased in a
certain frequency range without increasing in other frequency
ranges. Note that calculating relation (23) using the DF
method is the ideal performance which can be obtained using
CgLp compensators. However, using pseudo-sensitivity for
calculating this integral for the controller CR consider all
high order harmonics. Although high order harmonics lead to
deviation from the ideal case, CgLp compensator is still better
than the PID controller and breaks the water-bed effect.
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FIGURE 10. The step responses of controllers with gain variation between 80% to 120% of their nominal values.

FIGURE 11. The pseudo-sensitivity and sensitivity of the system with the
CgLp and PID controllers which are deduced experimentally, ESR∞

and
ESPID are practical sensitivity of the system with the controller CR and
CPID, respectively.

B. TIME-DOMAIN RESULTS
In this part, the time domain results of the system with
these two designed controllers are compared with each other.
To implement these designed controllers (Fig. 9), each con-
troller is discretized with the sample time Ts = 100 µ s
using the Tustin method [52], [62]. Furthermore, to provide
the well-posedness property (see [29], [48]), we prevent con-
secutive reset instants.

In Fig. 10, the step responses (step of 20µm) of the system
with these controllers are shown. The step responses have
almost the same rise and settling time while the overshoot
of the system with the controller CR is less than that of
with the controller CPID as the peak of the sensitivity of the
system with the controller CR is less than the one with the
controller CPID. To examine the iso-damping behavior of the
system, the Kp values of the controllers are changed between
80% to 120% of their nominal values. As it is observed,
step responses of these perturbed systems show the same
overshoot.

In order to compare the tracking performances of the
systems with both controllers, we draw the sensitivity
responses practically (Fig. 11). In other words, Fig. 11 shows
(max e(t))/r0 for the sinusoidal reference in several frequen-
cies. As shown in Fig. 11, S∞ precisely predicts themaximum
error of the system with the controller CR for the sinusoidal

FIGURE 12. Tracking performance of the system with the designed
controllers for a triangular and a sinusoidal references. SPR and SPPID are
obtained using super-position law and sensitivity responses for three
harmonics of Rtri which resembles the triangular reference, respectively.

references. Besides, it shows that the tracking performance
of the system with the controller CR is better than the one
with the controller CPID for the sinusoidal reference for all
frequencies less than 100 Hz. In order to have a closer
look, we show the time response of the system with these
controllers for a sinusoidal reference (Fig. 12a) at 5 Hz
in Fig. 12b. Moreover, a triangular trajectory with an ampli-
tude of 800µm (Fig. 12c) is applied to the system. As shown
in Fig. 12d, the system with the controller CR also has a
better tracking performance than that of with the controller
CPID for the triangular reference, which consists of several
frequencies. For this trajectory and sinusoidal references,
the tracking performance of the system is improved by 60%
using the controller CR.
Similarly, the process-sensitivities of the system with these

controllers are practically shown in Fig. 13. As was predicted
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FIGURE 13. The process pseudo-sensitivity and process sensitivity of the
system with the CgLp and PID controllers which are deduced
experimentally, EPSR∞

and EPSPID are practical process sensitivity of the
system with the controller CR and CPID, respectively.

FIGURE 14. Disturbance rejection capability of the system for a step and
a sinusoidal disturbance, and noise rejection capability of the system.

in Fig. 6a, the system with the controller CR has a better
disturbance rejection performance than that of with the con-
troller CPID for all frequencies less than 100 Hz. As was
seen in Fig. 13, there is a small deviation between pseudo-
process sensitivity and the practical results at low frequencies.
This deviation is because of quantization and sensor noise
of the precision stage, which fortunately reduce effects of
disturbances at low frequencies in this case. It can be said that
the disturbance rejection capability of the system is enhanced
by 70% using the controller CR for sinusoidal disturbances.
To have a closer look, we show the time response of the
system with these controllers for a sinusoidal disturbance
(Fig. 14a) at 15Hz in Fig. 14b.Moreover, a step disturbance is
applied to the system, and the amplitude of the error is shown
in Fig. 14c. As it is shown, the system with the controller
CR attenuates the step disturbance better than that of with

FIGURE 15. Disturbance rejection capability of the system with CR and
CPID for colored noise disturbance.

FIGURE 16. Comparison between the predicted error by super-position
law and simulated error without quantization and noise for system with
CR.

the controller CPID. In addition, to mimic the floor vibra-
tion, a colored noise (white noise multiplied by a band-pass
filter), which mainly includes frequencies between 1-30 Hz,
is applied to the system and the amplitude of the error is
shown in Fig. 15. It is observed that the system with the
controlCR also attenuates this disturbance slightly better than
the one with the controller CPID. To study the noise rejection
capabilities of the system with these controllers, white noise
with a maximum amplitude of 5 µm is applied to the system.
Although it was predicted by Fig. 6c that the system with
these controllers have the same noise rejection capability,
the noise rejection capability of the systemwith the controller
CR is slightly better than the one with the controller CPID
(Fig. 10b).

To sum up, the system with the tuned CgLp compensator
has a smaller overshoot, the same rise time, better tracking
performance and disturbance rejection capability for frequen-
cies less than 100 Hz, a smaller peak of the sensitivity, and a
better noise rejection capability than those of the system with
the controller PID.

C. INVESTIGATION OF SUPER-POSITION LAW
In this section, we assess the acceptability of super-position
law for the system with the controller CR. To this end,
we consider the triangular trajectory (Fig. 12c), which is the
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FIGURE 17. The infinity norm of summation of high order harmonics of
the complementary-sensitivity of system with the controller CR.

FIGURE 18. Identification of the closed-loop of the system with controller
CR.

combination of several harmonics. As it is shown in Fig. 12c,
the reference can be accurately approximated with

Rtri(t) = 363.7 sin(5.1t − 1.54)+ 31.27 sin(15.3t − 1.5)

+ 6 sin(25.5t − 1.45)+ 400. (24)

Since the Hβ condition is satisfied and controller CR has
a PI, the steady-state error of tracking is independent of
the constant value [14]. In Fig. 12d, the predicted errors,
which are obtained using super-position law and sensitivity
responses for these three harmonics, for both controllers CR
(SPR) andCPID (SPPID) are drawn. As it is observed, there are
differences (16%maximum relative error) between predicted
errors by super-position law and practical errors for both
controllers CR and CPID. These differences are mainly due
to quantization and noise of sensor (for more details about
effects of noise and quantization on the performance of reset
control systems, see [63]). Fortunately, in this application,

FIGURE 19. Step responses of the system with CgLp compensators.

noise and quantization positively affect the performance and
reduce the tracking error. In Fig. 16, we compare the simula-
tion error, in which we do not consider the noise and quanti-
zation, and the predicted error obtained by super-position law
for controller CR. As it is seen, when noise and quantization
do not exist, the total error almost follows the super-position
law for this trajectory.

The identification of the closed-loop system with the con-
troller CR is demonstrated in Fig. 18. The coherence plot is
an indicator of existed noise and non-linearity in the output of
the closed-loop system in the presence of the input signal r(t).
Since the coherence is almost one at low and high frequencies
(f < 40 and f > 120), the relation between r(t) and y(t)
can be precisely approximated as a linear system in this rage
of frequency, and we can rely on the super-position law for
estimating the tracking error. This can be justified by the
fact that in the frequency range (40 < f < 120), the high
order harmonics amplitudes of the complementary-sensitivity
are maximum near the cross-over frequencies, and they are
filtered out outside of this frequency range (Fig. 17). In this
figure,∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∞∑
n=3

Tn(jω)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞

: sup
tss0≤t≤tssm

∞∑
n=3

|Tn(jω)| sin(nωt + p��Tn(jω)),
for all ω ∈ R+, which is an appropriate indicator of effects
of high order harmonics on the output of the systems (for
more details about Tn(jω), see [40]). Indeed, there is a rela-
tion between the amplitudes of high order harmonics of the
complementary-sensitivity and the coherence of identifica-
tion which should be investigated in a future study.

D. CHANGING SEQUENCE OF RESET ELEMENT
In this subsection, we investigate effects of changing the
sequence of control filters CR on the performance of the pre-
cision positioning stage. The controller CR has the traditional
sequence which is FORE-Lead-PI (for the sake of simplicity,
Lead means Lead1.Lead2 in (18)). Let’s assume CR, CR′ , and
CR′′ have the same base linear. The sequence of filters in
controllers CR′ and CR′′ is Lead-FORE-PI. In addition, CR′′

has a shaping filter in the reset-instants line as explained in
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FIGURE 20. Disturbance and noise rejection capability of the system with CgLp controllers.

FIGURE 21. Tracking performance of the system with CgLp controllers and the input of the reset instant line.

Subsection II-E. Note that since changing sequence does not
alter the Hβ condition [64], the Hβ condition is also satisfied
for the system with the controller CR′ , and the stability of the
system with the controller CR′′ is assured with the method
described in [64].

In Fig. 19, the step responses (step of 20 µ m) of the
systemwith these CgLp controllers are shown. As it is shown,
the system with the controller CR′′ has less over-shoot than
that of with the controller CR. Furthermore, the system with
the controllerCR′ has an over-damp response with the highest
rise and settling time. It can be said that this configuration is
similar to a reset system which resets when the differentia-
tion of the tracking error is zero (ė(t) = 0). Consequently,
the reset control system resets sooner than the case in which
the resetting law is e(t) = 0. This can be the reason for the
over-damp response with high settling time. It is noteworthy
to recall that the open-loop DFs of the systemwith controllers
CR and CR′ are exactly the same. However, the step response
specifications, including rise time and over-shoot, are totally
different due to different amplitudes of high order harmonics.
Thus, the effect of the structure of reset elements on the
accuracy of theDFmethod can be considered as an interesting
topic for a future study.

The disturbance rejection capabilities of the system with
these CgLp controllers for the step disturbance and the

sinusoidal disturbance at 15 Hz are shown in Fig. 20a and
Fig. 20b, respectively. Besides, a white noise with a maxi-
mum amplitude of 5 µ m is applied to examine the noise
rejection capabilities of the system with these CgLp con-
trollers (Fig. 20c). The system with controller CR has the
best disturbance and noise rejection capabilities among these
CgLp controllers. Similarly, using the shaping filter signifi-
cantly improves the disturbance and noise rejection capabili-
ties of the system with controller CR′ .
To see effects of changing sequence on the tracking perfor-

mance, the triangular reference and the sinusoidal reference at
5 Hz are applied to the system (Fig. 21). As shown in Fig. 21a
and Fig. 21b, the system with the controller CR has the best
tracking performance for the triangular and the sinusoidal
references. As discussed in [44], for low frequency refer-
ences, when the lead element of the controller comes first,
the existed noise and quantization error are amplified and
dominate the tracking error. Consequently, the reset instants
are considerably changed by amplified noise which deteri-
orates the tracking performance of the system. In this case,
as suggested in [44], using the shaping filter (CR′′ ) solves the
problem to some extend. To show this, in Fig. 21c, we illus-
trate the signal that enters the reset line of the reset element
for these CgLp controllers as a result of the sinusoidal input
at 5 Hz in the presence of noise.
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TABLE 2. SNR of the entered signal to the reset line of the reset element
for these CgLp controllers.

For a deeper insight, in Table 2, the Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) of these three signals are provided. In this paper, SNR
is calculated using

SNR =
Psignal
Pnoise

, (25)

where Psignal and Pnoise are power of signal (considering till
the fifth harmonic) and noise, respectively. As it can be seen
from Table 2, the SNR value in the case of CR is significantly
higher than the case of CR′ . Although using the shaping filter
(CR′′ ) reduces the effect of the noise, it is still far from the
case of CR in which the reference frequency dominates the
reset instants line.

It can be concluded that CR has the best steady-state per-
formance, CR′ has the best transient response, and CR′′ can be
considered as a trade-off between CR and CR′ . This trade-off
can be set by tuning the cut-off frequency of the shaping filter.
Increasing the cut-off frequency bringsCR′′ near toCR′ which
means improving the transient response. While reducing the
cut-off frequency brings CR′′ near to CR which results in
improving the steady-state response.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a frequency-domain tuning method
for CgLp compensators based on the defined pseudo-
sensitivities for reset control systems. In this method,
a PID.CgLp structure was considered, and its parameters
were tuned such that the pseudo-sensitivity was minimized
under several loop-shaping and stability constraints. In this
method, since CgLp compensators are tuned in the frequency-
domain considering the iso-damping constraint, systems are
robust against gain variations and time-delay. To show the
effectiveness of the proposed approach, the performance of
a tuned CgLp compensator was compared with a linear PID
controller. The results showed that the proposed method
achieved more favorable dynamic performance than the PID
controller for the precision motion stage. The tracking per-
formance, the disturbance rejection capability, and the noise
rejection capability of the system were improved using the
CgLp compensator. In addition, it was practically shown that
the water-bed effect is broken for this application. Also, with-
out considering quantization and noise, the super-position
law almost holds for the specified reference. Finally, among
different sequences, it was demonstrated that the traditional
sequence of reset control systems has the best steady-state
performance while putting lead filters first has an over-damp
response. For future studies, effects of noise and quantization
error on the super-position law and tuning and configuration
of the shaping filter should be deeply investigated.
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